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This Week

Homework1: 
due Friday!  

Readings:  
D3: Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6

Lecture Thursday:
Intro D3



HW 1

Questions?



Survey Results
registered: 7 undergrads, 56 grads, 9 data certificate



Tracks



Demographics



Concentrations



Where you’re from

+ Peru



Computer / OS



Programming Skills



Primary Language



Other Languages



Your Comfort Zone



Why take this class?
I'm working with brain networks and using machine learning and 
topology to extract information.
I love analyzing data and presenting it as a story. I think a 
visualization course will help me a better communicator and help my 
readers to walk away from my story with insights and knowledge.
It is part of the requirement for the degree, but I am very excited to 
take it otherwise!
With the "Big Data" hype, […] information visualization is needed in 
order to understand these data.



What do you want to get out?

Soft Skill - Understand different elements of story telling using 
data visualization. Be a better story teller. Hard Skill - Be able 
to create visualization using D3
A deeper understanding of data visualization theory and D3 
familiarity.
Some cool visualization techniques, especially for large scale 
data.
Insight, rather than skills, of how to do visualization.



Design Critique



Design Excellence

“Well-designed presentations of interesting data are a 
matter of substance, of statistics, and of design.”
E. Tufte





Graph of the Year?

"I love this graph because it shows that while the number of 
people dying from communicable diseases is still far too high, 
those numbers continue to come down. […]  But there remains 
much to do to cut down the deaths in that yellow block even 
more dramatically.  We have the solutions.  But we need to 
keep up the support where they're being deployed […]“
-Bill Gates
http://goo.gl/W7ac3m

http://goo.gl/W7ac3m


http://goo.gl/g6iTLb

http://goo.gl/g6iTLb


Redesign by
Perceptual Edge

http://www.perceptualedge.com/blog/?p=1829
http://www.perceptualedge.com/blog/?p=1829

